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Abstract

A recent study using Conversation Analysis (CA) has demonstrated that communication problems may be picked up during conversations between patients and neurologists, and that this can be used to differentiate between patients with (progressive neurodegenerative dementia) ND and those with (nonprogressive) functional memory disorders (FMD). This paper presents a novel automatic method for transcribing such conversations and extracting CA-style features. A range of acoustic, syntactic, semantic and visual features were automatically extracted and used to train a set of classifiers. In a proof-of-principle style study, using data recording during real neurologist-patient consultations, we demonstrate that automatically extracting CA-style features gives a classification accuracy of 95% when using verbatim transcripts. Replacing those transcripts with automatic speech recognition transcripts, we obtain a classification accuracy of 79% which improves to 90% when feature selection is applied. This is a first and encouraging step towards replacing inaccurate, potentially stressful cognitive tests with a test based on monitoring conversation capabilities that could be conducted in e.g. the privacy of the patient’s own home.

Index Terms: speech recognition, machine learning, conversation analysis, dementia

1. Introduction

The sensitivity and specificity of current screening procedures for possible dementia in primary care is suboptimal: patients with a high level of cognitive functioning may not be identified as being at risk of dementia whereas those with psychiatric causes of memory problems, but no evidence of dementia, are referred to specialist memory clinics although they could have been treated in primary care. The latter patient group currently makes up 50% of referrals to neurology-led secondary care and used to train a set of classifiers. In a proof-of-principle style study, using data recording during real neurologist-patient consultations, we demonstrate that automatically extracting CA-style features gives a classification accuracy of 95% when using verbatim transcripts. Replacing those transcripts with automatic speech recognition transcripts, we obtain a classification accuracy of 79% which improves to 90% when feature selection is applied. This is a first and encouraging step towards replacing inaccurate, potentially stressful cognitive tests with a test based on monitoring conversation capabilities that could be conducted in e.g. the privacy of the patient’s own home.

Dementia is a disorder of the brain which can be caused by a number of diseases such as Alzheimer’s Disease. One of the most widely known symptoms is problems with memory, and from early on this will also affect a person’s language and their ability to conduct a normal conversation – something neurologists will often notice as they start the routine history-taking part of their assessment consultation.

A recent study applied conversation analysis (CA) to such doctor-patient interactions and found a set of 6 language characteristics that could be used to distinguish between patients with neurodegenerative dementia (ND) and patients with Functional Memory Disorder (FMD) (not dementia-related) [3, 4]. The study showed promising results in terms of diagnostic power, but relied on manual CA for discovering the interaction patterns in the conversation; this involves a number of steps including audio recording, transcribing the encounters and carrying out a qualitative analysis by a trained expert. It is thus prohibitively expensive and time consuming and not feasible for large-scale use. This paper presents work towards an automatic CA-based dementia detection system where dedicated speech technology software is used to analyse the audio-recorded interactions.

Automatic CA is an emerging and challenging area of research with some promising results (e.g. [5, 6]). It typically involves a number of technologies to automate the above steps including automatic speech recognition (ASR), speaker diarization ("who’s speaking when") and some automatic speech understanding.

Using CA in the framework of diagnosing dementia is novel, however, related work on using machine learning techniques to identify signs of dementia in patients speech and language exists. Researchers have tried to combine various types of utterance-level features to discriminate people with dementia from healthy controls – an easier task than the current ND/FMD discrimination task. Lopez and et al. investigated acoustic features such as duration, time domain, frequency domain, and the Higuchi Fractal Dimension from a database called AZTIAHO of multilingual recordings of spontaneous speech of 50 healthy adults and 20 Alzheimer’s patients [7, 8]. Jerrold et al. [9] mixed up half of the ASR outputs with half of human transcription of spontaneous speech to extract acoustic and lexical features used for classifying 48 participants with different types of dementia and a healthy control group. The classification accuracy amongst all types of subjects was 61%, while the binary classification between AD and healthy controls rose to 88% accuracy.

Thomas et al. [10] extracted several syntactic and semantic features to achieve a 95% accuracy for a binary classification task differentiating between patients with severe dementia and healthy controls. Recent research [11, 12], have used the DementiaBank corpus to predict the score of the MMSE assessment of the patients over time. They extracted a wide range of features (over 477 lexicon syntactic, acoustic, and semantic) and selected the 40 most informative features, reporting accuracy over 92% in distinguishing AD patients from the healthy control group. However they worked with manually produced transcripts of the audio files and it is unclear how their results would be affected by using ASR.
In this paper, we describe our results of replicating, as closely as possible, the findings of Elsey et al. [3] in a proof-of-principle style study. We investigate the effects of automatising the CA-style features extraction as well as the effect of coupling that with erroneous ASR-produced transcripts. Section 2 describes the system, section 3 describes the experimental setup and sections 4 and 5 discuss the results and conclusions.

2. Dementia detection system

Figure 1 shows the block diagram for the proposed automatic dementia detection system. First, given the audio recording of the conversation, the ASR and speaker diarization module outputs transcripts with time stamped word IDs as well as speaker turns. This is passed to the feature extraction unit where CA-style features are extracted. Finally, the features are sent to a machine learning classifier trained to discriminate between ND and FMD conversations. As the main aim of the study has been to demonstrate the feasibility of creating an automatic method of the diagnostic profiling in Elsey et al., only features directly related to those CA profile characteristics, identified in the original study, has been considered.

3. Experimental setup

3.1. Data

The data used in Elsey et al. [3] comprises of a total of 30 audio recordings and associated manual CA annotations of patient-neurologist conversations. For this study we have been able to use an extended data set comprising of 39 conversations (21 FMD and 18 ND). Patients were encouraged to bring an accompanying person, so many conversations have three participants. The neurologists were instructed to try to stick to a predefined set of questions constructed so as to reveal the typical signs of impairments in the conversation. Several categories of questions were included:

- Closed questions needing long-term memory recall of personal details the person is meant to know (e.g., "How old were you when you left school?").
- Compound questions (e.g., "Why have you come here today, and what are your expectations?"). People with dementia will find it difficult to remember to answer both parts.
- Open-ended questions like "What did you do after you left school?".
- Questions related to the memory concern, like "Who’s the most worried about your memory?" (for ND patients it tends to be other members of the family who are worried about the patient) and "Tell me about the last time you had a problem with your memory", which FMD patients find easier to answer.

As the data was not initially recorded with the aim of applying speech recognition, little effort was made to reduce background noise and acoustic interference, and for many of the recordings the microphone placement has been relatively ad hoc (often being placed closer to the neurologist than the patient). In addition, the speech itself is very challenging with a high percent of overlapping speech segments - on occasion even the professional transcribers have not been able to transcribe the material.

For this initial study it was therefore chosen to only include segments with non-overlapping speech.

3.2. Feature extraction

The primary objective in Elsey et al. were to define a set of characteristics¹ that would enable a diagnostic profile to be drawn up for a patient; a total of six such characteristics were defined and are described in Table 1 along with descriptions of the corresponding automatic features that are proposed for the current study. The 6 profiling characteristics are: (Role of) "accompanying person" (F1), "responding to neurologists’ questions about memory problems" (F2), "responding to compound questions" (F3), "inability to answer" (F5), "and patient’s elaborations and length of turn" (F6).

A total of 21 features were defined to replicate as closely as possible the original, manually extracted features in Elsey et al. Most of these features are extracted individually for each of the two/three conversation participants and the features are named accordingly using prefixes: ‘Neu’ (neurologies), ‘Pat’ (patient), ‘Ap’ (accompanying person). Note, that in Elsey et al. features are not extracted on the basis of the neurologists’ speech, but we decided to include these to investigate the role of the neurologists as well.

The profiling characteristics in Table 1 are designed for manual extraction; they are largely depending on human language understanding such as the sophistication required to detect the subtle difference in language use between a ‘dunno’-style answer indicating that the patient cannot remember, versus indicating something the patient is unsure about. It was decided that for this initial study, no attempt would be made to introduce higher level language understanding. Instead, shallow features have been proposed in the hope of capturing information correlated with the Elsey features.

Many of the linguistic features are textual in nature and a common natural language (NLP) approach known as Bag-of-Words (BoW) model [13] is used for the extraction. This technique underpins many search engines (like Google) and is supported by numerous NLP packages (e.g. NLTK [14]). The BoW ignores the order of words, punctuations, commonly used words in English, and trims the verbs to their original stems.

The remaining linguistic features can be thought of as conceptual features defined on the interaction turn-level. To extract those, an automatic way of splitting the conversation into questions and answers is needed. This is a challenging task, however, in this data we have a relatively structured interaction between patient and neurologist with new topics in the conversations being almost exclusively initiated by the latter. This means we can use a far simpler approach that relies on detecting particular words or phrases in a turn. This facilitates the extraction of features that relies on knowledge of turn boundaries.

¹Elsey et al. call these ‘features’, however to avoid confusion, we will refer to them here as ‘profiling characteristics’ and use the term ‘features’ as is conventional in the speech community.
Table 1: List of profiling characteristics and corresponding proposed features; see text for further details. (a:acoustic feature, b:syntactic feature, c:semantic feature, and d:visual feature)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnostic profiling characteristic (Elsey et al.)</th>
<th>Proposed, automatic feature(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1) Accompanying person (role of) number of turns (1. APSNoOfTurns&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, 2. PatNoOfTurns&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;); average length of turn ([sec]) (3. APSAVTurnLength&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;, 4. PatAVTurnLength&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;); average unique words in a turn (5. APSAVUniqueWords&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;, 6. PatAVUniqueWords&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2) Responding to neurologists’ questions about memory problems patient answered “me” (7. PatMeForWhoConcerns&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3) Patient recall of recent memory failure number of empty words (8. PatFailureExampleEmptyWords&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;); average length of pauses (9. PatFailureExampleAVPauses&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;); used all the time (10. PatFailureExampleAllTime&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4) Responding to compound questions patient replies ‘dunno for the expectation question (11. PatDunnoForExpectations&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;); how many times ‘dunno’ in combination with turning to AP (12. PatAVNoOfDunno&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;); average number of shaking head (13. PatAVNoOfShakesHead&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;); average number of filler words (14. PatAVFillers&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;); average number of empty words (15. PatAVEmptyWords&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;); average number of low-frequency words (16. PatAVAllWords&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5) Inability to answer average number of repeated questions (17. AVNoOfRepeatedQuestions&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F6) Patient’s elaborations and length of turn patients average unique words in a turn (6. PatAVUniqueWords&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;, 4. PatAVTurnLength&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features not in Elsey et al. but relating to neurologists role number of turns (18. NeuNoOfTurns&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;); length of turns([sec]) (19. NeuAVTurnLength&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;); average number of unique words (20. NeuAVUniqueWords&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;); average number of topics discussed (21. AVNoOfTopicsChanged&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;); average length of pauses by patient (22. PatAVPauses&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A few of the features are related to the length of pauses, and length of turns which are easily extracted from ASR output.

3.3. Automatic speech recogniser

For the purposes of this study, manual speaker turn segmentation was used. Very short segments (less than 0.5 second) as well as overlapping segments were removed. The final data compromised of around 10 hours spontaneous speech from a total of 105 speakers, with 7820 utterances (mean utterance length of 4.6 sec). Using the Kaldi toolkit [15] and following the standard WSJCam0 recipe, a baseline speaker-independent ASR (SI WSJCam0) was trained and then testing with the full dataset (Dem39). This initial baseline model gave a WER of 95.1% (see table 2). The next model was obtained by MAP adapting SI WSJCam0 onto the Dem39 (SI WSJCam0+MAP Dem39). The adaptation process did not seem truly successful (with 81.1% WER), therefore a model was trained from scratch (SI Dem39). To train and test on this ASR, the held out approach was used with around 20% of data for testing and 80% for training. The average WER was 40.6 %. This relatively high WER reflects the very challenging nature of the data even when the overlapping sections have been excluded.

Table 2: Speech recognition results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>WER [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SI WSJCam0</td>
<td>95.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI WSJCam0+MAP Dem39</td>
<td>81.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI Dem39</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Classifier accuracies using all 22 extracted features.

3.4. Classification

In this study, the focus was on differentiating between ND and FMD groups, so a binary machine learning classifier was used. However, as mentioned before, there is no single classifier that can perform best all the time and depending on data we can choose several classifiers (using a standard validation approach) to find the best classifier with the highest accuracy. The Scikit-learn [16] is a Python library with a wide range of machine learning classifiers. From this library, 5 classifiers were chosen: Support Vector Machine (SVM) with linear kernel, Random Forest, Adaptive Boost (Ada boost), Perceptron, and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). All accuracies are averaged over cross validation tests on the trained classifiers using the leave-one-out technique resulting in a total of 39 test datapoints.
4. Results

4.1. Automatic CA-style feature extraction

To validate how good the features proposed in Table 1 are, an initial experiment was carried out where the features were extracted from the original, verbatim transcripts produced with the Elsey data. This would correspond to having a perfect ASR module. The five classifiers described above were trained and the results are presented in Figure 2. The accuracy of the classifiers range from 82 % to 95 %, with an average of 87 %; the best classifier was the SVM with an average cross-validation accuracy of 95 %. This is comparable to the human classification achieved with recent Elsey et al. (in preparation) results where they demonstrated that CA-based profiles enabled the correct diagnosis of ND/FMD in 10 out 10 cases with one conversation analyst and 9 out of 10 with another conversation analyst.

For the subsequent experiments, results for the Linear SVM are reported. This system includes all the 22 features described in Table 1. However, two of those features are based on the video stream and are therefore unavailable for the fully-automatic audio-based processing used in the following experiments, and a smaller feature set with 20 audio-only features was therefore used. Repeating the above experiments resulted in a 92 % classification accuracy (referred to as AutoCA in the following, with the full feature set named AutoCA(visual)).

4.2. Effect of adding automatic speech recognition

As the WER results in Table 2 indicate, the data is challenging and the discrepancies between the manual and the automatic transcripts are huge. Table 3 shows how this affects the classification accuracy when the features are extracted from the ASR transcripts rather than from the verbatim transcripts. Each row in the table represents an increase in ‘automatisation’ from the fully manual method in the first row to the fully automatic system in row 4. The last two systems apply feature selection and is further discussed in section 4.3.

Comparing the obtained accuracies for AutoCA to ASR+AutoCA shows that introducing the ASR reduces the classification accuracy to 79 %. However, the different types of features (acoustic, syntactic and semantic) are very differently affected as can be seen in Figure 3. For the AutoCA system, the semantic features were the most informative (accuracy of 85 %) but as expected, the noisy ASR transcripts means that these features become less meaningful (dropping to 67 %). Similarly, the acoustic features drop in accuracy from 77 % to 67 %. In contrast, the syntactic features become more significant and their accuracy increases from 67 % to 82 %.

4.3. Effect of feature selection

The last two rows of Table 3 show the effect of doing feature selection and only using the top 10 features by Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) [16]. For both the AutoCA and the ASR+AutoCA system, the feature selection boosts result. For ASR+AutoCA the accuracy increases from 79 % back up to 90 %, which is close to the AutoCA value of 95 %. The rankings of the top 10 informative features for AutoCA and the ASR+AutoCA are listed in Table 4. Most of these features are shared by both systems (in bold) but with a different ranking, and they are mostly related to the patients, however, the neurologist’s wordings was also important for the classification. This indicates the role of the conversational partner when communicating with people with dementia, which has been reported by other authors e.g. [17, 18].

5. Conclusions

We have presented an automatic system for extracting CA-inspired features from conversations between neurologists and patients with suspected dementia. We have demonstrated that the proposed features enable a very high ND/FMD discrimination accuracy despite being shallow representations emulating human language understanding. When coupling this with ASR and feature selection algorithms we demonstrate that the accuracy only drops from 95 % to 90 % despite the very challenging data and WER around 40 %. This is highly encouraging for the methods proposed; future work will concentrate on expanding the feature set and improving on the speech recognition by introducing e.g., automatic diarization.

Table 3: Linear SVM classifier’s accuracy for the transcripts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Transcript</th>
<th>CA-feature</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elsey et al. in prep.</td>
<td>manual</td>
<td>manual(6)</td>
<td>95 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AutoCA(visual)</td>
<td>manual</td>
<td>automatic(22)</td>
<td>95 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AutoCA</td>
<td>manual</td>
<td>automatic(20)</td>
<td>92 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR+AutoCA</td>
<td>ASR</td>
<td>automatic(20)</td>
<td>79 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AutoCA</td>
<td>manual</td>
<td>auto+feat.sel.(10)</td>
<td>95 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR+AutoCA</td>
<td>ASR</td>
<td>auto+feat.sel.(10)</td>
<td>90 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Top 10 features for the Auto CA and ASR+AutoCA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>AutoCA</th>
<th>ASR+AutoCA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PatAVailWords</td>
<td>ApsAVUniqueWords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PatFailureExampleAVPauses</td>
<td>PatNoOfTurns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NeuAVUniqueWords</td>
<td>PatAVailWords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>APsNoOfTurns</td>
<td>PatAVUniqueWords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PatDunnoForExpectations</td>
<td>PatFailureExampleAVPauses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>AVNoOfTopicsChanged</td>
<td>NeuAVUniqueWords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>PatMeForWhoConcerns</td>
<td>ApsATurnLength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>APsATurnLength</td>
<td>ApsNoOfTurns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>PatAVUniqueWords</td>
<td>PatATurnLength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>PatAVPauses</td>
<td>AVNoOfTopicsChanged</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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